
THE LONELIEST CHARACTER ESSAY

I think the loneliest character in 'of mice and men' is 'Crooks the stable-buck'. If Crooks was going to be the focus of the
essay use him as the main point in the.

She often roamed around the ranch, asking various men if they have seen Curley around. Her loneliness took a
drastic toll on her behavior towards others. Loneliness is a big part of the book "Of mice and men. The
disconsolate Candy becomes lonely after his beloved dog was shot. The different types described are Isolation
which means that you are kept separate from others because you have an illness just like being in quarantine.
As I understand it, loneliness is when a person has no one to talk to, no one to confide in, nor anyone to keep
companionship with. The relationship between George and Leonie is similar to the relationship between
Candy and his dog as they both lose their closest friend and are left with no one else to talk to. One of the
loneliest characters in the novel was Crooks, the black stable buck. He therefore, had a very lonely existence.
George expressed his frustration with the other ranch hands, and it was obvious that he does not have a solid
friendship with any of them. Else he gets mad. She tries to convince Lennie to speak to her despite what
George was declaring. Get Essay Steinbeck raises questions in the mind of the reader that the novel would be
based on loneliness. In the novel, Of Mice and Men, a novella by John Steinbeck shows that in the early s â€”
during the Great Depression â€” was a period of great loneliness of men and women, therefore people are
driven to find friendship in order to escape the loneliness. John Steinbeck was born and brought up in Salinas
California, he had lived and experienced a life of a migrant worker and that is what inspired him to write this
novel novella? We'll take a look right away. George and Lennie are the main characters of this novel. Rather
than wasting their earnings, they try to save it in the hope of buying a place of their own Around pre , there
was mass immigration from all parts of Europe so that appears to imply that the people from around Europe
believed America was the country of opportunity at the time To add, the men never invite Crooks to play cards
with them or go out with them to town either. Steinbeck also portrays loneliness through characterisation. In
the end they are unable to help each other to escape their loneliness or to escape their own fate. A profound
part of what contributes to the feeling of loneliness is a lack of emotional empathy from others. Of Mice and
Men was written in , seven years after the start of the Great Depression. Steinbeck uses George and Lennie as
a contrast because they are the only people to have anyone to talk to. The loyalty and friendship of George and
Lennie stands out in this harsh environment and I feel that it is that friendship in contrast with the rest of
society in the novel that makes the book so fantastic. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the
one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? Loneliness is a uniquely painful feeling that exudes an aura of
emptiness, in which plagues its victims. His superficial hardness served as a defense mechanism to protect his
insecurely weak and vulnerable self hiding beneath his exterior. In the end they are unable to help each other
to escape their loneliness or to escape their own fate. Steinbeck was a controversial novelist because of his
support for the underprivileged, and he had had experience of working on ranches. Truthfully, loneliness is
something almost all people fear. There's a problem with this paper. The essays in our library are intended to
serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. Lastly curlers welt cool a De ten
loneliest connecter on ten ranch. In the book there are different kinds of loneliness. The book describes how
lonely life can be. You never read about Slim in abundance which must also indicate he is a lonely character.
The hatred cannot to Curler has to be hidden from him, otherwise Curler could easily fire the workers, due to
his power, making him a threat to the other workers. We can also see how the views of society affect
loneliness such as the acceptance of racism and sexism in this time period as well as the fact that every man
was for himself so there was very little socializing and men were traveling around on their own very often.


